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Developing and executing a winning corporate



strategy isn’t easy at the best of times. These days, economic and political uncertainty make this even more difﬁcult. Our special collection of articles includes McKinsey & Company’s latest thinking on a range of today’s most critical strategic issues, including risk management, China, and the role of IT.
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Running with risk It’s good to take risks—if you manage them well.



Kevin S. Buehler and Gunnar Pritsch



Risk is a fact of business life. Taking and managing risk is part of what companies must do to create proﬁts and shareholder value. But the corporate meltdowns of recent years suggest that many companies neither manage risk well nor fully understand the risks they are taking. Moreover, our research indicates that the problem goes well beyond a few high-proﬁle scandals. McKinsey analyzed the performance of about 200 leading ﬁnancial-services companies from 1997 to 2002 and found some 150 cases of signiﬁcant ﬁnancial distress at 90 of them.1 In other words, every second
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company was struck at least once, and some more frequently, by a severe risk event. Such events are thus a reality that management must deal with rather than an unlikely “tail event.” Directors conﬁrm this view. A 2002 survey by McKinsey and the newsletter Directorship showed that 36 percent of participating directors felt they didn’t fully understand the major risks their businesses faced. An additional 24 percent said their board processes for overseeing risk management were ineffective, and 19 percent said their boards had no processes. The directors’ unfamiliarity with risk management is often mirrored by senior managers, who traditionally focus on relatively simple performance metrics, such as net income, earnings per share, or Wall Street’s growth expectations. Risk-adjusted performance2 seldom ﬁgures in these managers’ targets. Improving risk management thus entails both the provision of effective oversight by the board (see sidebar, “Board oversight of risk management”) and the integration of risk management into day-to-day 1



For this analysis, we deﬁned ﬁnancial distress as a bankruptcy ﬁling, a ratings-agency downgrade of two or more notches, a sharp decline in earnings (50 percent or more below analysts’ consensus estimates six months earlier), or a sharp decline in total returns to shareholders (at least 20 percent worse than the overall market in any one month). 2 Measures of risk-adjusted performance revise accounting earnings to take into consideration the level of risk a company assumed to generate them.
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decision making. Companies that fail to improve their risk-management processes face a different kind of risk: unexpected and sometimes severe ﬁnancial losses (Exhibit 1) that make their cash ﬂows and stock prices volatile and harm their reputation with customers, employees, and investors. Companies might also be tempted to adopt a more risk-averse model of business in an attempt to protect themselves and their share prices. William H. Donaldson, the chairman of the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), acknowledged this trend when he told an interviewer that he was concerned about a “loss of risk-taking zeal.”3 It is the taking of risks that ultimately creates shareholder value. The right response, therefore, is to strike a balance that protects the company from the costs of ﬁnancial distress while allowing space for entrepreneurship. Management should have the freedom to work in an environment where the potential rewards of 3



Financial Times, July 24, 2003.
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any business decision are consciously weighed against the risks and where the company is happy with the level of risk-adjusted returns resulting from that decision. In such an environment, companies not only protect themselves against unforeseen risks but also enjoy the competitive advantage that comes from taking on more risk more safely. The CEO of one Fortune 500 corporation, asked to explain his company’s declining performance, ﬁngered the “lack of a culture of risk taking”; its absence, he explained, meant that the company was unable to create innovative, successful products. By contrast, a senior partner of a leading investment bank with excellent risk-management capabilities noted, “Our trading operation has created a series of controls that enable us to take more risk with more entrepreneurialism and, in the end, make more proﬁts.” In a few industries, companies have already begun to invest in developing sound risk-management processes. For example, many ﬁnancial institutions—prodded by regulators and shaken by periodic crises such as the US real-estate debacle of 1990, the emerging-markets crisis of 1997, and the bursting of the technology and telecommunications bubble in 2001—have worked to upgrade their risk-management capabilities over the past decade. In other sectors, such as energy, basic materials, and manufacturing, most companies still have much to learn.



Board oversight of risk management A company’s board of directors should understand and oversee the major risks it takes and ensure that its executives have a robust risk-management capability in place. To assure appropriate oversight, the board must address a few key issues.



Board structures. The board must decide whether risk oversight should be vested in an existing committee (such as the audit or finance committee), in a new committee, or divided among a number of committees. The audit committee might seem the natural choice, but as it already faces expanded responsibility to ensure the accuracy of financial reporting, it might not be able to cope with a further expansion of its charter.



Board risk reporting. Reports to the board and its committees must go beyond raw data by setting out, for example, what the key risk-return trade-offs might be. Data alone probably won’t reveal the real issues or promote proper debate.



Education and expertise. Training programs might be needed for current and new board members. Boards should also look at whether they need new members with risk-management expertise.



Board processes. Boards need to review the effectiveness of their own risk-management processes periodically. They should look at committee structures and charters, how well board members understand risk policies, and the value of their interactions with management on risk. Some companies use a formal self-assessment tool that allows directors to rate the effectiveness of boardlevel risk-management processes in areas such as risk transparency and reporting, committee meetings, and risk expertise. Reviews should take place about once a year.
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Know what you face We deﬁne risk broadly to include any event that might push a company’s ﬁnancial performance below expectations. Typically, the measure used is capital at risk, earnings at risk, or cash ﬂow at risk, depending upon whether the focus is on the balance sheet, the income statement, or cash ﬂows. Risk comes in four main varieties. The ﬁrst, market risk, takes the form of exposure to adverse market price movements, such as the value of securities, exchange rates, interest rates or spreads, and commodity prices. Ford, for instance, was hit by market risk in 2002, when palladium prices tumbled and it had to take a $952 million write-down on its stockpile. Credit risk is exposure to the possibility that a borrower or counterparty might fail to honor its contractual obligations. In 2002, for instance, The Bank of New York announced that it would increase its loan-loss provision by $185 million, to a total of $225 million, for the third quarter of 2002, largely because of loans it had made to telecom companies. Operational risk is exposure to losses due to inadequate internal processes and systems and to external events. For example, Allﬁrst, a Baltimore-based subsidiary of Allied Irish Banks, lost $691 million at the hands of a single rogue trader whose practices went undetected for ﬁve years until he was caught in 2002. ������������������� Finally, business-volume risk, stemming from changes in demand or supply ��������������� or from competition, is exposure to revenue volatility. The leading US ������������������ carrier United Airlines, for instance, ﬁled for protection under Chapter 11 �������



of the US bankruptcy code this year after falling demand hit its revenues. ���������
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Lining up the essential elements To manage risk properly, companies must ﬁrst understand what risks they are taking. To do so, they need to make all of their major risks transparent and to deﬁne the types and amounts of risk they are willing to take—goals often facilitated by the creation of a high-performing risk-management organization that accurately identiﬁes and measures risk and provides an independent assessment of it to the CEO and the board. Although these steps will go a long way toward improving corporate risk management, companies must also go beyond formal controls to develop a culture in which all managers automatically look at both risks and returns. Rewards should be based on an individual’s risk-adjusted—not simply ﬁnancial— performance. Achieving transparency To manage risk properly, companies need to know exactly what risks they face and the potential impact on their fortunes. Often they don’t. One North American life insurance company had to write off hundreds of millions of dollars as a result of its investments in credit products that were high-yielding but structured in a risky manner. These instruments yielded good returns during the economic boom of the 1990s, but the severity of subsequent losses took top management by surprise. Each industry faces its own variations on the four types of risks; each company should thus develop a taxonomy that builds on these broad risk categories. In pharmaceuticals, for instance, a company could face businessvolume risk if a rival introduced a superior drug and higher operational risk if an unexpected product recall cut into revenues. In addition, the company would have to consider how to categorize and assess its R&D risk—if a new drug failed to win approval by the US Food and Drug Administration, say, or to meet safety requirements during clinical trials. A company must not only understand the types of risk it bears but also know the amount of money at stake. Less obviously, it should understand how the risks different business units take might be linked and the effect on its overall level of risk. In other words, companies need an integrated view. American Express, for example, might discover that a sharp slump in the airline industry had exposed it to risk in three ways: business-volume risk in its travel-related services business, credit risk in its card business (the risk of reimbursing unused but paid-for tickets), and market risk from investments made in airline bonds or aircraft leases by its own insurance unit. One way of gaining a transparent, integrated view is to use a heat map: a simple diagram showing the risks (broken down by risk category and amount) each business unit bears and an overall view of the corporate earnings at risk. The heat map tags exposures in different colors to highlight
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the greatest risk concentrations; red might indicate that a business unit’s risk accounted for more than 10 percent of a company’s overall capital, green for more than 5 percent. (Exhibit 2, shows a risk heat map that ﬂags high credit risk in two units.) To make risks transparent—and to draw up an accurate heat map—companies need an effective system for reporting risk, and this requires a high-performing risk-management organization. A heat map is a tool to foster dialogue among the board, senior management, and business-unit leaders. It should be reviewed frequently (perhaps monthly) by the top-management team and periodically (for instance, quarterly) by the board to help them decide whether the current level of risk can be tolerated and whether the company has attractive opportunities to take on more risk and earn commensurately larger returns. Are high concentrations of risk generating high returns or simply depressing shareholder value? Can the company adequately manage the types of highly concentrated risks it bears? If some risks are deemed too great, should they be handled through hedging contracts, say, or mitigated in some other fashion? A technology company, for example, might decide that its R&D portfolio had too many high-risk blockbuster projects and too few projects to enhance its existing products. Deciding on a strategy High concentrations of risk aren’t necessarily bad. Everything depends on the company’s appetite for it. Unfortunately, many companies have never articulated a risk strategy. Formulating such a strategy is one of the most important activities a company can undertake, affecting all of its investment decisions. A good strategy makes clear the types of risks the company can assume to its own advantage or is willing to assume, the magnitude of the risks it can bear, and the returns it demands for bearing them. Deﬁning these elements provides clarity and direction for business-unit managers who are trying to align their strategies with the overall corporate strategy while making risk-return trade-offs. The CEO, with the help of the board, should deﬁne the company’s risk strategy. But more often than not, it is determined inadvertently, every day, by dozens of business and ﬁnancial decisions. One executive, for example, might be more willing to take risks than another or have a different view of a project’s level of risk. The result may be a risk proﬁle that makes the company uncomfortable or can’t be managed effectively. A shared understanding of the strategy is therefore vital. A company’s particular skills determine the types of risks it assumes. While it might seem obvious that a company should take on only those risks it can understand and manage, this isn’t always what happens. Many telecom-
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equipment companies, for example, ﬁnanced customers during the Internet boom without possessing solid credit skills—and suffered as a result. As for deﬁning the level of risk companies will accept, one common approach for them is to decide on a target credit rating and then assess the amount of risk they can bear given their capital structure. Credit ratings serve as a rough barometer, reﬂecting the probability that companies can bear the risks they face and still meet their ﬁnancial obligations. The greater the level of risk and the lower the amount of capital and future earnings available to absorb it, the lower the credit ratings of companies and the more they will need to pay their lenders. Companies that have lower credit ratings than they desire will likely need to reduce their risk exposure or to raise costly additional capital as a cushion against that risk. The level of returns required will vary according to the risk appetite of the CEO and the board. Some might be happy taking higher risks in pursuit of greater rewards; others might be conservative, setting an absolute ceiling on exposure regardless of returns. At a minimum, the returns should exceed the cost of the capital needed to ﬁnance the various risks. As with any strategy, a company’s risk strategy should be “stress-tested” against different scenarios. A life insurance company, for example, should examine how its returns would vary under different economic conditions and ensure that it felt comfortable with the potential market and credit losses (or with its ability to restructure the portfolio quickly) in difﬁcult economic times. If it isn’t comfortable, the strategy needs reﬁning. The heat map gives a top-level indication of whether a company is sticking to its strategy and provides for corrective action. But both depend upon the next two elements of this risk-management program. Creating a high-performing risk-management group The task of the risk organization is to identify, measure, and assess risk consistently in every business unit and then to provide an integrated, corporate-wide view of these risks, ensuring that their sum is a risk proﬁle consistent with the company’s risk strategy. The structure of the organization will vary according to the type of company it serves. In a complex and diverse conglomerate, such as GE , each business might need its own risk-management function with specialized knowledge. More integrated companies might keep more of the function under the corporate wing. Whatever the structure, certain principles are nonnegotiable. Top-notch talent. Risk executives at both the corporate and the business-unit level must have the intellectual power to advise managers in a credible way and to insist that they integrate risk-return considerations into their business
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decisions. Risk management should be seen as an upward career move. A key ingredient of many successful risk-management organizations is the appointment of a strong chief risk ofﬁcer who reports directly to the CEO or the CFO and has enough stature to be seen as a peer by business-unit heads. Segregation of duties. Companies must separate employees who set risk policy and monitor compliance with it from those who originate and manage risk. Salespeople, for instance, are transaction driven—not the best choice for deﬁning a company’s appetite for risk and determining which customers should receive credit. Clear individual responsibilities. Risk-management functions call for clear job descriptions, such as setting, identifying, and controlling policy. Linkages and divisions of responsibility also need to be deﬁned, particularly between the corporate risk-management function and the business units. Should the corporate center have the right to review their risk-return decisions, for example? Should corporate risk-management policies deﬁne speciﬁc mandatory standards, such as reporting formats, for the business units? Risk ownership. The existence of a corporate risk organization doesn’t absolve business units of the need to assume full ownership of, and accountability for, the risks they assume. Business units understand their risks best and are a company’s ﬁrst line of defense against undue risk taking. Encouraging a risk culture These elements will go a long way toward improving risk management but are unlikely to prevent all undue risk taking. Companies might thus impose formal controls—for instance, trading limits. Indeed, the recently adopted Sarbanes-Oxley Act, in the United States, makes certifying the adequacy of the formal controls a legal requirement. Yet since today’s businesses are so dynamic, it is impossible to create processes that cover every decision involving risk. To cope with it, companies need to nurture a risk culture. The goal is not just to spot immediately the managers who take big risks but also to ensure that managers instinctively look at both risks and returns when making decisions. To create a risk culture, companies need a formal, company-wide process to review risk, with each business unit developing its own risk proﬁle that is then aggregated by the corporate center. The reviews are a way of ensuring that managers at every level understand the key risk issues and how they should be dealt with. Drawing up a monthly heat map is one way of establishing a formal risk-review process.
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But more needs to be done. By focusing on risk-adjusted performance, not just on traditional accounting measures, business managers will develop a better understanding of the risk implications of their decisions. For businesses that require large amounts of risk capital, suitable metrics include shareholder value analysis and risk-adjusted returns on capital. A risk-adjusted lens helped one credit card company understand, contrary to expectations, that returns from new customers and customers about whom it had little information were more volatile than returns from existing customers, even if these groups had the same expected customer value. Historically, that had been the key metric for approving new customers. Now the approval process also takes into account the higher risk that is associated with new customers. Companies must also provide education and training in risk management, which for many managers is quite unfamiliar, and establish effective incentives to encourage the right risk-return decisions at the front line. Judging the performance of business-unit heads on net income alone, for instance, could encourage excessive risk taking; risk-adjusted performance should be assessed, too. Ultimately, people must be held accountable for their behavior. Good risk behavior should be acknowledged and rewarded and clear penalties handed out to anyone who violates risk policy and processes. Finally, to convey the message that the potential downside of every decision must be considered as carefully as the potential rewards, CEOs should be heard talking about risk as often as they talk about markets or customers. The CEO’s open recognition of the importance of good risk management will inﬂuence the entire company.



Even world-class risk management won’t eliminate unforeseen risks, but companies that successfully put the four best-practice elements in place are likely to encounter fewer and smaller unwelcome surprises. Moreover, these companies will be better equipped to run the risks needed to enhance the returns and growth of their businesses. Without adequate risk-management programs, companies may inadvertently take on levels of risk that leave them vulnerable to the next risk-management disaster, or, alternatively, they may pursue “recklessly conservative” strategies, forgoing attractive opportunities that their competitors can take. Either approach will surely be penalized by investors.



Q



Kevin Buehler and Gunnar Pritsch are principals in McKinsey’s New York ofﬁce.



This article was originally published in The McKinsey Quarterly, 2003 Number 4. Copyright © 2003 McKinsey & Company. All rights reserved.
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Managing for improved corporate performance



Managing for



improved corporate



performance Generating great performance requires a more dynamic approach to building and adapting a company’s capabilities than merely squeezing its operations.



Lowell L. Bryan and Ron Hulme



What does it mean for a company to perform well? Any deﬁnition must



revolve around the notion of results that meet or exceed the expectations of shareholders. Yet when top managers speak with us privately, they often suggest that the gap between these expectations and management’s baseline earnings projections is widening. Shareholders tend to think that today’s earnings challenges are cyclical. Executives, who ﬁnd themselves frustrated in their efforts to improve the performance of their companies no matter how hard they swim against the economic tide, increasingly see the problems as structural. This anxiety is understandable. The overcapacity spawned by globalization shows no sign of easing in many industries, including manufacturing sectors such as aerospace, automotive, and high-tech equipment as well as service sectors such as telecommunications, media, retailing, and IT services. Combined with the increased price transparency provided by digital technology, this overcapacity has given customers greatly enhanced power to extract maximum value. The result—the ruthless price competition that rules today’s markets—has convinced many top managers that proﬁts won’t rise dramatically even if demand picks up from the recession levels of recent years. In short, the performance challenge companies face isn’t cyclical; it will persist for years to come.
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The stakes are high. The S&P 500, despite a 40 percent decline from its peak, still trades at a P/E multiple of 15, and consensus forecasts of earnings growth average 8 percent a year—about two to three times the growth of GDP. Lower expectations may well be warranted in a competitive, deﬂationary economic environment, but reducing expectations of earnings growth to 4 percent would imply a reduction in corporate equity values of no less than 15 to 25 percent. So top managers have a choice. They can try to close the performance gap by scaling back the market’s expectations for future earnings—an approach that implies an acceptance of lower stock prices (and might get them ﬁred). Or they can improve baseline earnings to meet or exceed the market’s expectations. Shareholders and managers alike prefer the latter course. Companies can ﬁnd additional earnings in two ways: they can try to improve operating performance by squeezing more proﬁt out of existing capabilities, or they can improve corporate performance by organizing in new ways to develop initiatives that could generate new earnings. By pursuing both of these approaches simultaneously, companies can take a powerful organizational step toward meeting the challenges of today’s hypercompetitive global economy. The limits of operating performance Top managers have traditionally chosen to rely on operating-performance tactics when times are hard and only during good times to undertake more fundamental performance-improvement initiatives. This predilection must change if, as we believe, the challenges facing companies are structural and persistent rather than cyclical and temporary. Companies that depend too heavily on improvements in their operating performance Top managers could try to scale will run into real limits in the back the market’s expectations for longer term.



future corporate earnings—but that approach might get them fired



To be sure, top management, pressured by intense global competition, has reacted correctly over the past few years by pushing operating performance ever harder to meet earnings expectations. Discretionary spending has been slashed, the least productive capacity eliminated, corporate overhead cut, marginal operations and businesses shed. Companies have become far more aggressive in purchasing. These steps, necessary to eliminate waste built up during the boom of the late 1990s, have bought time. But merely acting
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to secure increased returns from existing capabilities will yield diminishing returns and eventually become counterproductive. Squeezing operating performance when times are tough is a tried-and-true practice, but it is inadequate in today’s hypercompetitive global economy. During the entire post–World War II era, most large companies enjoyed extraordinary strength in their home markets. Their core businesses, often deﬁned geographically, usually gave them privileged access to customers and to labor, capital, and technology. The proﬁtability of these businesses often sufﬁced to support investments for expanding beyond the core. With such extraordinary “home court” advantages, top management could set ﬁnancial targets and develop long-range plans and “visions” to reach them. These plans were incorporated into the operating budgets of businesses. The home court advantage gave companies the muscle to drive their operating performance and to generate the expected proﬁts. Given the opaqueness of the information provided to shareholders, the strength and proﬁtability of core businesses often masked failings such as relatively poor returns from noncore businesses and ineffective corporate overhead. In other words, top executives managed to sustain the illusion that they could predict the future and could thus create expectations of future results. If times got tough, more earnings could always be squeezed from improved operating performance. During the 1990s, executives in many an industry bet that they could exploit this home court strength to become scale-based winners in the global marketplace. Proﬁts made in home markets subsidized the massive international expansion. It is no coincidence that the industries embracing this strategy—aerospace, automotive, high-tech equipment, investment banking, IT services, media, telecommunications—now populate the list of industries facing structural overcapacity. As barriers to global competition have fallen, so has the home court advantage. As a result, the performance problems that now plague so many companies lie not so much in peripheral as in core businesses. Fat proﬁts from core businesses in home markets have disappeared. European telecom service providers ﬁnd that their formerly loyal customers are “rate shopping.” US airlines can no longer rely on business travel to subsidize discounts for the mass market. Nor are these problems unusual.
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The risk of reckless conservatism The instinct of companies facing pressures is to retreat to their core businesses, but this is not a practical strategy when the core itself is under attack. What is needed is fundamental innovation embracing not only where and how companies compete but also new ways of organizing and managing them. Making such changes is difﬁcult. Implementing them calls for investment—not easy in an era of overreliance on operatingperformance pressure. Companies typically attempt to boost their earnings by cutting discretionary spending so much that potentially productive long-term investments are compromised. Managers often can’t use their own judgment to make even “no-brainer” decisions that could yield important performance gains. We frequently encounter and hear of business leaders who won’t spend money on new initiatives even if they are certain to produce large returns (sometimes, in our experience, two or three times the amount invested) within 18 months. Some companies we know have deferred their spending on necessary but unbudgeted new sales personnel, though failing to hire such people means losing substantial revenues the following year and weakens their market position in speciﬁc product areas. Other companies have declined to consolidate call centers and to move them offshore—a move that would secure signiﬁcant ongoing savings in operating costs—because doing so might mean overspending this year’s expense budget. Line managers often lack the freedom to spend money unless their companies seem likely to recover the investment within the current budget year. When such minor decisions are deferred, it is obviously unthinkable to undertake truly important projects, such as investing to build promising new businesses or rewriting the legacy software of core computer operating systems to improve their performance and to reduce longer-term systems costs. When we raised this point to top managers, they typically expressed horror that such “uneconomic” behavior was taking place. Yet these same top managers are often unwilling to allow exceptions to discretionary expense controls for fear of eroding “make-budget” discipline and suffering the consequent risks to quarterly earnings. The truth is that in many companies, cuts to discretionary spending in core businesses have gone far beyond eliminating waste. Essential maintenance has been cut, and the penalty will be paid in lost revenues and higher costs in the future. In the worst cases, many companies have begun milking their core franchises so much that a future collapse in earnings and even a loss of independence are inevitable.
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Extreme operating pressures force line managers to make do with existing capabilities despite the need to adapt businesses to a relentlessly changing marketplace. Managers facing such pressures inevitably lack the resources to explore and experiment. In this environment, how will companies innovate? Organizing for corporate performance One of the most effective ways a company can respond to today’s challenges is to put in place corporate-performance processes to complement their current operating-performance practices. By improving both kinds of performance simultaneously, companies can maximize their Extreme operating pressures force chances of closing the gap managers to make do with existing between the short- and long-term capabilities despite the necessity expectations of shareholders and of adapting to relentless change management. Most companies will have to develop dynamic companywide performance-management processes to make themselves more effective by allocating scarce resources to the best opportunities available. Such processes must be as disciplined as the operating processes used to manage current earnings. By deﬁnition, corporate-performance management involves corporateand not just business-level managers.1 Unlike operating performance, which can be driven by “vertical” line-management processes, corporate performance requires “horizontal” processes involving company-wide collaboration to generate and share ideas, establish accountability, and help allocate resources effectively.2 Scarce resources now include not only capital but also discretionary spending as well as the talent and management focus needed to ﬁnd, nurture, and manage new projects that could boost future performance. Major corporate-wide initiatives, such as programs to improve the management of client relationships and to create new product-development and corporate-purchasing processes, would all be part of the effort. Accountability for performance should reside in the corporation’s “top of the house,” which is best able to determine what trade-offs between current and future performance are acceptable and is responsible for managing expectations of future results. The top of the house should be construed not 1



By corporate-level management, we mean general managers who can trade off current versus future earnings and manage expectations for results. At many companies, only the CEO has such responsibilities, but in others they can be vested in group-level managers or in managers of large businesses. 2 The research budgets of pharmaceutical companies and the exploration-and-production capital budgets of petroleum companies drive much of the long-term performance in these two industries. Well-managed companies in them often administer such budgets with great discipline and intensity, which we think should be applied to all important initiatives that drive long-term performance.
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as the two or three most senior executives but rather as the entire seniormanagement team, probably including major business leaders and key functional staff—from 15 to 25 people. Line and top management should be made collectively accountable for the trade-offs between short-term operating-performance objectives and the discretionary spending and talent investments needed to take on major new initiatives. The burden should not be imposed almost exclusively on line managers—as Even a high-impact initiative that happens today when top involves one business should be a managers “jam down” budget priority for the whole corporation cuts. Individual businesses would probably sponsor many of the best ideas for improving corporate performance. The resources needed to pursue them might involve separate discretionary budgets and full-time staffs drawn from throughout the company. Even a high-impact initiative involving only a single business should be a priority for the whole corporation. Finding the best new initiatives Effective corporate-performance management improves the way a company identiﬁes and selects its best new initiatives, provides the resources they need, and ensures that once launched they are managed intensively. Consider a chief of technology contemplating a multiyear initiative to rewrite the legacy software of a core operating system that several businesses use, such as a demand-deposit system in a bank or a network-management system in a telecom company. Today, because of operating-performance pressures, such a project might never obtain funds, or the manager concerned might decide to undertake it on his or her own initiative, ﬁnancing it by allocating the costs to several businesses and developing it over a period of two to three years. Senior management in the affected businesses might have little to do with the effort, only becoming involved when it ran over budget, fell behind schedule, or failed to deliver some of the promised results—or all three. Under the corporate-performance approach, by contrast, the company’s top 15 or 20 executives might meet once a month in a corporate-performance council to review and revise all ongoing projects. Ideas for initiatives would bubble up through the company, and the council would approve the most promising ones. The project to rewrite the core operating system would likely be presented to the council by the head of technology or by leaders of the businesses concerned. It would be subject to open debate before it began rather than executed in isolation. Sponsorship and accountability would be assigned early in the process, and the project would be subject from its
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inception to regular and frequent reviews, including formal scrutiny by the entire council. This kind of organization can link the generation of new ideas and initiatives more dynamically to oversight and action by senior and top management. The most relevant business or functional managers would typically sponsor new initiatives. Those cutting across the entire company might have top-management sponsors; those involving conﬂicts between different managers might be assigned to independent sponsors with fresh perspectives. A portfolio of initiatives Giving a top- and senior-management team the responsibility for deciding which initiatives to improve and which to reject ensures that a company’s corporate-performance projects reﬂect its broader performance agenda rather than pressures to meet quarterly earnings targets by managing day-to-day operations. A set of tools we have developed to categorize and measure initiatives (see sidebar, “The basics of corporate performance,” on the next page) can help managers convert the concept of corporate performance into an operational reality. At the heart of our approach is the development and management of individual new ideas into a corporate “portfolio of initiatives” that can drive a company’s longerterm performance by aligning projects with the ﬂuid and risky external environment.3 All activities that could have a material impact on a company’s market capitalization become part of the process. We have found that, typically, 20 to 40 initiatives fall into this category. Ideally, the entire senior-management group would play a role in choosing which initiatives to pursue, to accelerate, or to discontinue; decisions would not be made by individuals or during one-on-one conversations with the president or the CEO. Of course, if consensus proved impossible to reach, top management would ultimately rule on the issues, but it is vitally important to have open debate on the critical ones. These decisions will determine the company’s long-term performance, so most of the senior leadership team must be involved in making them. A typical senior-management group would include top management, major line managers, and critically important functional staff managers, including the heads of the ﬁnance, human-resources, marketing, and technology departments—in other words, any member of management with important knowledge needed to inform the debate and to help implement decisions when they are made. 3



See Lowell L. Bryan, “Just-in-time strategy for a turbulent world,” The McKinsey Quarterly, 2002 Number 2 special edition: Risk and resilience, pp. 16–27 (www.mckinseyquarterly.com/links/14773).
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Once formed, this senior-management body should convene at least once a month for a full day; a typical meeting might examine four or ﬁve initiatives in various stages of implementation. Every six months or so, the group might review the entire active portfolio of initiatives and determine whether baseline projections of their results met the long-term expectations of the company’s shareholders as expressed in its stock price. Certain initiatives, particularly those that could adapt the company’s core business model to changing circumstances, are essential to any corporatewide portfolio. Such initiatives might include major technology projects,



The basics of corporate performance To turn the concept of corporate performance into an operational reality—and to sustain it—managers must build new businesses, adapt existing ones, continually reshape corporate business portfolios for maximum growth, and, at the same time, keep an eye on crucial strategic functions. What is the best way of inspiring employees to develop and carry out new initiatives? How should a company communicate with its core shareholders to guarantee that their expectations are in tune with baseline management forecasts? How fast or how slowly should strategic change be pursued? The acronym BASICS can serve as a useful mnemonic for the approach we recommend below. Not all aspects of it may be relevant at a given moment, but our experience suggests that ignoring any dimension can greatly slow or even derail otherwise successful companies. Build new businesses. Our research shows that the most successful corporate performers of the past 20 years have put considerable emphasis on building new businesses instead of focusing on core areas that could not indefinitely sustain growth that was sufficient to meet shareholder expectations. For example, as IBM’s hardware operations came under pressure, beginning in the late 1980s, the company relentlessly focused on its Global Services unit, which now provides 40 percent of its revenues and 50 percent of its profits. And in the late 1990s, WalMart developed what is now the largest US groceryretailing enterprise.



Adapt the core. CEOs put the future performance of their companies at risk if, in addition to building new businesses, they don’t adapt core businesses to changing markets. For example, National Westminster—thought of by many as Britain’s best retail bank in the mid-1980s—was taken over by the much smaller Royal Bank of Scotland in 2000 because of a failure to tackle the high cost base of the core retail business. Adapting core businesses to change, often by implementing best practices such as lean manufacturing and supply chain management, helps proactive companies avoid this fate. Change is sometimes driven by megatrends—for instance, outsourcing or offshoring. In other cases, companies (GE is a good example) proactively implement broad performance-improvement initiatives that singlehandedly raise the bar for entire industries. Shape the portfolio and ownership structure. M&A, divestitures, and financial restructurings are rightly considered to be among the foremost tasks of corporate strategists. In the wake of the boom of the late ’90s, however, tough market conditions have left many companies gun-shy about major moves. Yet reshaping portfolios remains vitally important: research shows that companies that actively manage them through repeated transactions have on average created 30 percent more value than those companies that engage in very few.1 Furthermore, bestperforming companies balance their acquisitions and divestitures instead of having a preponderance of either.
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the redesign of the company’s core operating model, offshoring decisions, and major marketing changes. Strategic initiatives, such as acquisitions, divestitures, and the building of new businesses, are essential as well. A particularly important part of the portfolio mix should be initiatives to communicate with and inﬂuence the expectations of major stakeholders— customers, regulators, the media, employees, and, above all, shareholders and directors. The involvement of all parts of the company in this area is essential, since strong corporate performance means results that meet or exceed the stakeholders’ expectations.



Inspire performance and control risk. Management must guide individual and collective action so that they harmonize with a company’s overall strategy and values. Too often, attention is focused solely on formal systems and processes, such as organizational structures, budgets, approval processes, performance metrics, and incentives. We have found that an exceptional performance ethic can be built with a mix of “hard” and “soft” processes: fostering individual understanding and conviction, developing training and capabilitybuilding programs, and providing forceful role models. Communicate corporate strategy and values. Even if a company gets everything else right in its strategy, it risks dropping the ball if it can’t communicate effectively. The ability to anticipate the likely reactions of investors is particularly important: key shareholders have in recent years derailed the restructuring or merger plans of several companies, and large declines in share prices have claimed the jobs of many CEOs who failed to manage or meet the expectations of their shareholders. Tailoring communications analyses to this constituency’s perspective can work very well. Of course, investor communications are only part of the story. Building support among external constituencies such as consumers, regulators, and media as well as internal stakeholders, which include the board of directors, senior management, and employees, is critical to executing strategy successfully. Set the pace of change. Companies with otherwise successful plans often stumble by moving too slowly on strategy or too quickly on organizational change. Sequence and pacing are difficult to judge;



the factors that affect them include management’s aspirations, external market conditions, and the organization’s capacity to execute a number of initiatives simultaneously. Decisions about the pace of change influence how many initiatives a company runs as well as their complexity. In a short-term turnaround, it is hard to run more than four or five key initiatives; in many cases, two or three are preferable. But in a two- to three-year corporateperformance program, 15 to 20 corporate-wide initiatives may be necessary. Renee Dye, Ron Hulme, and Charles Roxburgh Renee Dye is an associate principal in McKinsey’s Atlanta office; Ron Hulme is a director in the Houston office; Charles Roxburgh is a director in the London office. 1 See Neil W. C. Harper and S. Patrick Viguerie, “Are you too



focused?” The McKinsey Quarterly, 2002 Number 2 special edition: Risk and resilience, pp. 28–37 (www .mckinseyquarterly.com/links/14788).
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Executed effectively, the process will keep line managers under intense pressure to improve the operating performance of their units. But it will also enable them to propose initiatives requiring major discretionary spending and stafﬁng to a group of executives with a broad sense of the company’s overall strategy and performance expectations as well as the power to commit the resources needed. Since managers with big ideas for improving corporate performance would be emancipated from the constraints of their own operating budgets to develop these ideas, they would be encouraged to come forward even if they had difﬁculty making their budgets. Indeed, the process might become so much a part of the corporate culture that managers wouldn’t be deemed to be performing well without sponsoring new initiatives and effectively helping to carry them out. This approach to decision making can also improve the way companies time and sequence their investments, for everyone involved in debating and reviewing critical initiatives will have the information needed to understand the relevant issues. Such an understanding makes it easier to set priorities and to make the right decisions at the right time with the right information. Besides developing and launching new initiatives in this way, the improvement of corporate performance involves knowing when to accelerate initiatives that are working and ruthlessly eliminating those that are not. The explicit involvement of all senior managers means that decisions are transparent to all, so it is easier to move quickly to capture new opportunities or to cut losses. The management of risk-and-reward trade-offs improves because a corporate-wide process elicits the views and knowledge not only of the initiatives’ champions but also of the entire leadership team. Often, skeptics can see the trade-offs more clearly than advocates can. Obviously, the resources required to undertake corporate-performance initiatives that involve discretionary spending and stafﬁng must come from somewhere. To make this approach work, a company must carve out a discrete corporate-performance budget and form a project-management ofﬁce to direct the process. The discretionary funds needed can come only from operating budgets, and the people needed to drive the initiatives will be recruited either by tapping internal talent or by spending money to recruit new talent from the outside. When an initiative succeeds and goes operational, its ongoing activities and staff are moved out of the discrete corporate-performance budget and put back into the operating budget. Unsuccessful initiatives are terminated.
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The corporate-performance approach, in sum, differs fundamentally from attempts to use a single process both to improve existing capabilities and to develop new ones. It involves major changes in the way top and senior managers collaborate and in their individual and collective accountability.



A corporate-performance management process will not by itself solve the challenges that managers face today, but it can certainly help. Any decision to shift resources from operating-performance to long-term corporateperformance investments is difﬁcult to make. The advantage of a corporateperformance management process is that such decisions are made explicitly and comprehensively by top managers responsible for driving a company’s longer-term performance rather than implicitly by line managers under intense pressure to meet short-term operating-performance demands.



Q



Lowell Bryan is a director in McKinsey’s New York ofﬁce, and Ron Hulme is a director in the Houston ofﬁce. This article was originally published



in The McKinsey Quarterly, 2003 Number 3. Copyright © 2003 McKinsey & Company. All rights reserved.
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When your competitor delivers more for less



When your competitor



delivers more



for less



Value players will probably challenge your company. How will you respond?



Robert J. Frank, Jeffrey P. George, and Laxman Narasimhan



Companies offering the powerful combination of low prices and



high quality are capturing the hearts and wallets of consumers in Europe and in the United States, where more than half of the population now shops weekly at mass merchants like Wal-Mart Stores and Target, up from 25 percent in 1996. These and similar value players, such as Aldi, ASDA , Dell, E*Trade Financial, JetBlue Airways, Ryanair, and Southwest Airlines, are broadly transforming the way consumers of nearly every age and income purchase their groceries, apparel, airline tickets, ﬁnancial services, and computers. The market share gains of value-based players give their higher-priced rivals deﬁnite cause for alarm (Exhibit 1, on the next page). After years of near-exclusive sway over all but the most discount-minded consumers, many mainstream companies now face steep cost disadvantages and lack the product and service superiority that once set them apart from lowpriced competitors. This “shift to value” had its roots in the 1970s and ’80s, when Japanese automakers and consumer electronics manufacturers thrived by selling cheaper and initially inferior products that eventually became more reliable than those of the competition—and remained cheaper. Today, as value-driven companies in a growing number of industries move from competing solely on price to catching up on attributes such as quality, service, and convenience, many traditional players rightly feel threatened.
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Substantial opportunities remain for value players to continue seizing market share not only in industries where they already compete but also in additional ones.1 The pace and extent of the shift to value will vary by sector and circumstance, but the incursions of value-based companies demand the attention of management in every industry. Given their effect on national economic performance, policy makers and economists will want to pay heed as well.2 1



Value players don’t always grow at the expense of mainstream competitors. For example, a substantial portion of Ryanair’s customers previously drove, took the train, or simply did not make comparable trips. 2 Wal-Mart was responsible for more than half of the productivity acceleration in the general-merchandiseretailing subsector and for a smaller proportion—perhaps 10 percent—of the retail sector’s overall contribution (nearly 25 percent) to the post-1995 economy-wide productivity jump in the United States. William W. Lewis, Vincent Palmade, Baudouin Regout, and Allen P. Webb, “What’s right with the US economy,” The McKinsey Quarterly, 2002 Number 1, pp. 30–51 (www.mckinseyquarterly.com/links/14790).
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To compete with value-based rivals, mainstream companies must reconsider the perennial routes to business success: keeping costs in line, ﬁnding sources of differentiation, managing prices effectively. Succeeding in valuebased markets requires infusing these timeless strategies with greater intensity and focus and then executing them ﬂawlessly. Differentiation, for example, becomes less about the abstract goal of rising above competitive clutter and more about identifying opportunities left open by the value players’ business models. Effective pricing means waging a transaction-bytransaction perception battle to win over consumers predisposed to believe that value-oriented competitors are always cheaper. Competitive outcomes will be determined, as always, on the ground—in product aisles, merchandising displays, process rethinks, and pricing stickers. When it comes to value-based competition, traditional players can’t afford to drop a stitch. Value’s competitive edge Two strengths underlie the growing power of value players in consumer markets. The ﬁrst is an impressive cost advantage rooted both in industryspeciﬁc sources and in relentless execution. Southwest and its European counterpart Ryanair, for instance, offer consumers lower prices by departing from lower-cost airports, ﬂying aircraft more hours a day, keeping labor costs low, distributing tickets online, and providing few or no in-ﬂight To compete with value-based frills. Wal-Mart combines excellence rivals, incumbents must use the in distribution, better purchasing, perennial routes to success: deep vendor relationships, and costs, differentiation, and pricing higher productivity. Dell’s competitive PC prices stem from a very efﬁcient supply chain and low manufacturing costs. Discount brokers such as E*Trade thrive on limited service, lower labor costs, and the smart application of technology. These advantages are typically years in the making and so difﬁcult to emulate that rivals lacking them ﬁnd it hard to compete on price. The value players’ second strength is a shift in consumer perceptions of the quality they offer. Value-shopping consumers still face trade-offs—you can’t reserve seats in advance on Southwest’s ﬂights, to give one example— but the gap, both real and perceived, between value players and their more mainstream competitors has narrowed when it comes, for example, to service, convenience, and the buying experience. Consider the grocery and PC industries. In the former, according to McKinsey research, consumers in some US markets now think that Wal-Mart has “comparable-quality fresh foods” and “good store brands”—key drivers of consumer purchasing preferences, and areas that were previously
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regarded as weaknesses. Furthermore, this positive perception characterizes buyers from all consumer segments, even those for which quality is more important than price (Exhibit 2). A similar dynamic is unfolding in PCs, where market leader Dell now gets 80 percent of its sales from government, education, and large corporate customers. Value players attract swarms of customers with a winning combination of low prices and “good enough” quality. These larger volumes of customers often translate into superior productivity—higher sales per square foot in retailing or per employee in technology, for example (Exhibit 3).3 They also generate an economic surplus that many value players use to cut prices and raise quality even more. Competitors lacking comparable productivity must reduce their product or service standards or suffer a widening price gap, reinforcing the value players’ edge. We studied this dynamic carefully in the retail sector. Wal-Mart, the market share leader in the US grocery industry, uses lower prices to attract customers from a much wider geographic area than do its mainstream competitors. The result is signiﬁcantly higher trafﬁc, which in turn leads to higher sales productivity when combined with Wal-Mart’s larger average basket size, made possible by the company’s high share of consumers who seek “one-stop shopping” and make stock-up trips. (Contrary to popular perceptions, low-cost, nonunionized labor accounts for less than one-third of Wal-Mart’s cost advantage over most mainstream grocers, Q1 2004 after adjustments for the relatively high percentage of the company’s stores Value-Driven in low-wage,World rural locations. The remainder results from higher sales Exhibit 2 of 5 driven by a better value proposition and operating model.) productivity, exhibit 2
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For airlines, unit costs per seat mile are independent of the number of customers who ﬂy. Higher load factors do, however, create pricing ﬂexibility.
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exhibit 3



Productivity rules US retail-grocery sector
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Source: Airline Monitor, Oct 2003; McKinsey analysis



Wal-Mart’s superior store-level economics allow it to make its prices even lower and to put more labor on its ﬂoors.4 Parallel stories are unfolding elsewhere as Kohl’s gains market share in the US retail-apparel sector and as Europe’s low-price leaders Aldi, ASDA (now owned by Wal-Mart), and Lidl convert their lower costs and higher sales productivity into superior economics. The pattern is the same in other industries. Both Southwest and Ryanair have at least a 30 percent cost-per-available-seat-mile (CASM) advantage over the mainstream competition. As a result, they offer rock-bottom prices that generate above-average customer loyalty and proﬁtability, which help them to make fares still cheaper and to invest in more routes, thereby stimulating even more trafﬁc.5 In PCs, Dell’s early edge in supply chain 4



We estimate that Wal-Mart employs approximately 40 percent more employees on the ﬂoor per square foot than do mainstream US grocers. It can thus make a greater investment in stocking to keep shelves full and hire additional cashiers to keep checkout lines short. 5 Airline Monitor, October 2003, pp. 20–97. Because of the ﬁxed costs associated with each departure, the cost differential is even larger after normalizing for Southwest’s and Ryanair’s shorter routes. For a more nuanced cost comparison, see Urs Binggeli and Lucio Pompeo, “Hyped hopes for Europe’s low-cost airlines,” The McKinsey Quarterly, 2002 Number 4, pp. 86–97 (www.mckinseyquarterly.com/links/14791).
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productivity helped it compete aggressively while still earning attractive margins and investing to improve the way it interacts with customers. (Dell emphasizes training for its already savvy sales reps, for example, so that they can more fully meet its customers’ needs.) And in ﬁnancial services, the low-cost formulas of ﬁrms like E*Trade make possible lower commissions, generating high customer volumes that boost sales productivity. This virtuous cycle—more customers, more productivity, better economics— generates bona ﬁde opportunities for value players to move into new product and service categories. Consider, for example, Wal-Mart’s foray into used-car sales and anticipated move into ﬁnancial services and Dell’s recent extension of its reputation for low prices and high quality into new product categories. Since 1997, Dell has tripled its US market share in low-end servers to more than 30 percent, making it the market leader over rivals such as Gateway, HP, and IBM. More recently, Dell introduced a successful handheld computing device, launched co-branding partnerships with Lexmark in printers and with EMC in storage systems, and began scaling up production of consumer electronics products such as ﬂat-screen televisions. How far will it go? The ubiquity and rapid expansion of value players across markets and geographies raises important questions for companies in any sector. If your industry hasn’t already “gone to value,” will it do so in the near future? If the process has already begun, how much of your business is at risk? Value retailers like Kohl’s, Target, and Wal-Mart have amassed a near-majority share in basic apparel categories such as underwear and socks (Exhibit 4). Will they extend their advantage into “battleground” categories—for instance, casual pants and polo shirts? Will Ryanair, easyJet, and other European low-cost carriers meet analysts’ projections and triple their market share to 20 percent by 2010? The answers depend on considerations such as resources, information, regulations, and customers. Constraints on these appear to be the one thing that could inhibit the rise of value-oriented businesses in additional industries or the expansion of such businesses in industries where they already compete. And constraints of this kind can sometimes be circumvented. Consider limits on resources—broadly deﬁned here to include real estate and natural resources as well as people and other assets necessary for doing business. “Big-box” retailers can penetrate a market only where affordable real estate for their stores is readily available and communities are willing to let them enter. Similarly, airlines need gates—a precious commodity at most major hubs. Yet such constraints can, to some extent, be evaded by clever value players like Wal-Mart (whose smaller
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“neighborhood markets” for groceries are helping it enter more congested areas) and Southwest and Ryanair (which ﬂy out of smaller, less crowded airports). Inexpensive labor is another important resource— it’s probably no accident that Wal-Mart has remained nonunion or that it has experienced labor pains as its scale has become enormous. A lack of information can also constrain the growth of the value players by making it harder for them to communicate their value propositions. Because few consumers are likely to purchase real estate without ﬁrst seeing a house or a piece of property, for example, the ability of low-cost online real-estate brokers and similar value players to penetrate this market may be limited. By contrast, the online availability of information of all types has reduced barriers in sectors such as mortgages and car insurance, where Ditech.com and GEICO, respectively, have amassed large shares. For industries like these, with falling information barriers, we may be at the beginning of a long road that leads to a stronger value orientation.
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Regulatory obstacles too can undercut a value player’s ability to develop and communicate compelling product or service offerings. Laws constrain the entry of new competitors into auto sales and liquor distribution, for example. The European Commission has investigated Ryanair’s arrangements with some state-owned airports because of allegations that the deals violate European laws on state aid. Industries such as pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, and medical devices face pressing health and safety concerns that call for time- and resource-intensive government-approval processes best navigated by highly skilled, well-paid workers supported by large R&D budgets—not the norm for value players. Once regulatory hurdles such as patents expire, however, the gates may open to valueoriented generic competitors. Moreover, the recent efforts of some state and municipal governments to help their employees purchase lower-cost drugs from Canada highlight the power of market forces to contest some policies. Companies whose sole defense against value-oriented players is a regulatory one shouldn’t breathe easy. Finally, it is worth noting the limits imposed by consumers on the value players’ expansion: driving to a Wal-Mart takes time, Southwest’s cheap fares don’t provide assigned seating, and analysts believe that enough people will always prefer to ﬂy into the more convenient Frankfurt-Main airport rather than Ryanair’s Frankfurt-Hahn stop, which is more than 60 miles (100 kilometers) away.6 Yet while trade-offs will continue to inﬂuence the speed and extent Companies that have nothing but of the consumer’s march toward regulatory defenses against their value, low-cost players have shown value-oriented challengers simply a remarkable ability to adapt and cannot afford to breathe easy to gain consumer loyalty: Target’s “cheap-chic” strategy, for example, has proved quite successful with urban and suburban consumers of all income levels. And as young consumers who have grown up with the value players become a more signiﬁcant buying demographic, some trade-offs may turn out to be less important. Our research in the Dallas grocery market, for instance, indicates that value grocers have higher penetration among younger consumers than among older ones (21 percent for consumers under 35 versus 17 percent for those over 35). What does it mean for competition? As value players gain share, at varying speeds, within industries and across the economy, they change the nature of competition by transforming 6



Graham Bowley, “How low can you go?” Financial Times, June 21, 2003.
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consumer attitudes about trade-offs between price and quality. They also trigger competitive responses as they create attention-grabbing amounts of shareholder value (Exhibit 5). These responses include the efforts that companies make to become more distinctive by experimenting and renewing themselves with new product and service categories, formats, and the like. Companies also seek to raise their game in execution— particularly in areas such as managing price perceptions and reducing costs that are crucial for competing with value players. As competition becomes increasingly about differentiation and execution, CEOs will have to focus their organizations on rapid experimentation and innovation, the development of superior customer insights, effective pricing and promotions, and frontline efﬁciencies. The big challenges will be diagnosing where a company’s capabilities fall short and then building these skills quickly. While spearheading change-management initiatives with Q1 2004 energy, senior managers should be prepared to think creatively relentless Value-driven world and alliances to acquire the needed talent. about partnerships Exhibit 5 of 5 exhibit 5



Running the table Compound annual growth rate of 10-year total returns to shareholders, 1993–2003, % Target and Wal-Mart outperform the retail average . . .
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Differentiation To counter value-based players, it will be necessary to focus on areas where their business models give other companies room to maneuver. Instead of trying to compete with Wal-Mart and other value retailers on price, for example, Walgreens emphasizes convenience across all elements of its business. It has rapidly expanded to make its stores ubiquitous, meanwhile ensuring that most of them are on corner locations with easy parking. In addition, Walgreens has overhauled its in-store layouts to speed consumers in and out, placing key categories such as convenience foods and one-hour photo services near the front. To protect pharmacy sales, the company has implemented a simple telephone and online preordering system, made it easy to transfer prescriptions between locations around the country, and installed drive-through windows at most freestanding stores. These steps helped Walgreens double its revenue from 1998 to 2002—to over $32 billion, from $15 billion—with double-digit same-store sales growth from 1999 onward. Finding and establishing a differentiated approach isn’t easy and often requires trial and error. Competition in value-based markets will therefore be characterized by considerable experimentation in categories and formats to hit on a winning formula. Sometimes, the experiment will involve creating new versions of an existing business, such as Song (Delta’s new low-price airline) and Merrill Lynch’s “Total Merrill,” which integrates its offerings (including investment products, mortgages, lending, trust and estate planning, insurance, retirement products, and small-business services) in a way that is difﬁcult for low-cost competitors to match. In other cases, experimentation may involve branching out into new areas. In the retail sector, for example, the United Kingdom’s Tesco has leveraged its customer relationships to move into new arenas such as insurance, services, telecommunications, travel, and utilities and energy. Execution Value-based markets also place a premium on execution, particularly in prices and costs. Kmart’s disastrous experience trying to compete headon with Wal-Mart highlights the difﬁculty of challenging value leaders on their own terms. Matching or even beating a value player’s prices—as Kmart brieﬂy did—won’t necessarily win the battle of consumer perceptions against companies with long-standing reputations for offering the lowest prices. There is no easy answer to this challenge, but it’s helpful to recognize that value players tend to price frequently purchased, easy-to-compare products and services aggressively and to make up for lost margins by charging more for higher-end offerings. Focused advertising to showcase “special buys” and the use of simple, prominent signage enable retailers
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to get credit for the value they offer and will probably become an ever more visible feature of the competitive landscape. It’s important to implement promotional initiatives selectively and to make sure that they are sustainable. In competing with value-oriented Japanese companies, for instance, US automakers discovered the pitfalls of trumpeting across-the-board rebates that communicated value but also undermined future margins by inducing customers to put off their purchases until cars went on sale. Ultimately, of course, the ability to offer even selectively competitive prices depends on keeping costs in line. Given the virtuous cycle reinforcing the strong economics of many value players, it’s impossible to catch or keep up through Herculean onetime cost-cutting initiatives. Continual improvement is necessary, suggesting an increasing role, in a variety of industries, for Toyota’s lean-manufacturing methods, which aim to reduce costs and improve quality constantly and simultaneously. In the airline industry, these techniques have cut aircraft and component turnaround times by 30 to 50 percent and raised productivity by 25 to 50 percent. In retailing, they have cut stock-outs by 20 to 75 percent and inventory requirements by 10 to 30 percent and raised same-store sales by 5 to 10 percent as staff members refocus their time on customer-facing activities. In ﬁnancial services, banks have used lean techniques to speed check processing and mortgage approvals and to improve call-center performance.7 Lean-operations initiatives will probably emerge in more industries. Companies have no choice—those that fail to take out costs constantly may perish.



Value-driven competitors have changed the expectations of consumers about the trade-off between quality and price. This shift is gathering momentum, placing a new premium on—and adding new twists to—the old imperatives of differentiation and execution.



Q
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Flexible IT, better strategy IT’s critics say that it lacks strategic importance. So why does technology keep getting in the way of good strategy?



John Seely Brown and John Hagel III



Technology architecture is one subject guaranteed to make a chief executive’s eyes glaze over. For many CEOs, the topic is mysterious. Even



for those who understand technology better, it is a sore subject because today’s IT architectures,1 arcane as they may be, are the biggest roadblocks most companies face when making strategic moves. Strategists have largely discredited classical notions of strategy formation. The empty biennial reviews of yesteryear are gone, superseded by “radical incrementalism,” 2 which emphasizes rapid waves of near-term (6- to 12-month) operational and organizational initiatives brought into focus by a shared view of a company’s much longer-term (ﬁve- to ten-year) strategic direction. A quick sequence of focused incremental shifts can produce 1



An IT architecture is the overall structure of and interrelationships among the data, business logic, and interfaces of a company’s computers and other hardware, applications, databases, operating systems, and networks. 2 Radical incrementalism is related, but with crucial distinctions, to theories such as strategy by experimentation, the portfolio of initiatives, and time pacing. For radical incrementalism (discussed as “layered strategies”), see Chapter 9 of John Hagel III , Out of the Box: Strategies for Achieving Proﬁts Today and Growth Tomorrow through Web Services, Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 2002; for strategy by experimentation, see Eric D. Beinhocker and Sarah Kaplan, “Tired of strategic planning?” The McKinsey Quarterly, 2002 special edition: Risk and resilience, pp. 48–57 (www.mckinseyquarterly.com/links/14800); for the portfolio of initiatives, see Lowell L. Bryan, “Just-in-time strategy for a turbulent world,” The McKinsey Quarterly, 2002 special edition: Risk and resilience, pp. 16–27 (www.mckinseyquarterly.com/links/14773); for time pacing, see Kathleen M. Eisenhardt and Shona L. Brown, “Time pacing: Competing in markets that won’t stand still,” Harvard Business Review, March–April 1998, pp. 59–69. The key distinction between radical incrementalism and these other theories is that it emphasizes the need for a clear but high-level view of a company’s longer-term (ﬁve- to ten-year) strategic direction to put more near-term initiatives, or “experiments,” into context. Without this long-term context, the near-term initiatives begin to lose coherence.
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cumulative and radical change that isn’t easy to copy. Radical incrementalism has helped companies such as Charles Schwab, Dell, Microsoft, and Wal-Mart Stores reshape industries and deliver superior returns to shareholders. Yet radical incrementalism is notoriously difﬁcult to accomplish. Operational shortcomings and organizational inertia hinder companies from making near-term innovations in business practice and process. Technology can be an even bigger hindrance—in part because it’s so deeply embedded in operations and organization, in part because information systems are rigid. This inﬂexibility is endemic today. Big suites of enterprise-wide applications like those in enterprise-resource-planning (ERP) suites, designed to integrate disparate corporate information systems, dominate client-server architectures. Unfortunately, The problems can be so great that the onetime, “big-bang,” and some companies abandon new tightly deﬁned way in which business initiatives rather than face these applications have been changing their enterprise apps implemented, as well as their massive bodies of difﬁcult-tomodify code, mean that enterprise applications integrate businesses only by limiting the freedom of executives. Introducing a new product or service, adding a new channel partner, or targeting a new customer segment—any of these can present unforeseen costs, complexities, and delays in a business that runs enterprise applications. The expense and difﬁculty can be so great that some companies abandon new business initiatives rather than attempt one more change to their enterprise applications. Far from promoting aggressive near-term business initiatives, enterprise architectures stand in their way. The good news is that just as the limitations of the current generation of IT architectures are becoming painfully apparent, new methods of organizing technology resources are appearing. IT is on the verge of a shift to a new generation of “service-oriented” architectures that promise to go a long way toward reducing if not removing current obstacles to new operational initiatives. These new architectures are no panacea; technology in isolation has never created strategic value. But service-oriented architectures will enable companies to introduce new business practices and processes more rapidly and at lower cost. Such innovations will accumulate by increments into strategic advantage.
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Service-oriented architectures don’t require the removal of existing IT resources and in fact were developed speciﬁcally to help businesses get more value from them. These architectures (see sidebar, “Getting there from here”) are still in their early days, but companies such as Eastman Chemical, General Motors, and Merrill Lynch have already begun to experiment with them. Companies that follow suit will break free from the constraints of today’s architectures and become capable of leveraging IT—mostly for the ﬁrst time—to gain strategic advantage.



Getting there from here Service-oriented architectures are in the first stages of emergence; the current deployment of Web services technology is a promising early initiative in this direction. In particular, the foundation standard—the Extensible Markup Language (XML) —provides a major advance by creating ubiquitous standards for presenting data and for defining the interfaces that loosely coupled connections require. But other standards and protocols for service-oriented architectures, particularly standards and protocols relating to security and the management of business processes, will have to become more robust before they can fully support mission-critical, long-lived transactions.1 Even for companies that have started to focus on service-oriented architectures (such as Eastman Chemical, General Motors, and Merrill Lynch), these additional emerging standards and protocols remain largely conceptual. As of now, the use of Web services technology tends to be very limited in scope and targeted at a specific area of a business. However, early implementations are creating optimism about the business appeal of these architectures, which can not only provide much greater flexibility in supporting business operations but also be put into service in a more incremental fashion than previous generations of IT architectures. Each stage of implementation can be geared to specific business initiatives and, with relatively modest investments and short lead times, deliver tangible business value. Service-oriented architectures thus represent an inflection point



shifting enterprises from rigidity to true flexibility and also leveraging vast resources that are already in place by exposing them and making them accessible as services. Companies don’t need to shift their entire IT architecture or to remove existing IT resources to enjoy the business benefits of a service-oriented architecture; they can begin with a focused effort to support specific initiatives. At first, relatively few IT resources will be accessible in a service-oriented architecture—for the farm-equipment maker discussed in the body of this article, only the supply chain applications in the manufacturing plants. But the accessible resources will be those most relevant to near-term operating initiatives. The business benefits (in this case, the operating savings from direct customer access to order-status data and the revenue benefits from more satisfied customers) will help finance this first stage of the transition. Over time, the design principles of service-oriented architectures will lead to the development of entirely new services. 1For more about the emerging standards, protocols, and



services needed for mission-critical transactions, see John Hagel III and John Seely Brown, “Service grids: The missing layer in Web services,” Release 1.0, December 2002, Volume 20, Number 11, pp. 1–33.
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The agony of customized connections How are today’s IT architectures an obstacle to more agile strategies? Let’s consider the example of a company that produces and sells farm machinery. Senior management has looked ahead ﬁve to ten years and decided that the best way for the company to continue creating value would be to evolve into a customer relationship business, thus deepening its ties with a clientele of large agribusinesses and serving a broader range of needs. What can the company do during the next 6 to 12 months to accelerate this change in direction? Suppose it decides to focus on two initiatives. The ﬁrst is intended to provide customers with better, more easily obtained information about the status of their orders—both to improve customer service and to reduce operating costs—since the company maintains a large order-processing staff to answer time-consuming customer inquiries. The second initiative aims to expand the company’s range of products by allowing it to source and then resell some complementary ones from thirdparty manufacturers. On the face of it, neither initiative seems particularly daunting. Let us say, however, that the company manufactures its products at three US plants, two of them acquired from other companies. Since different companies owned the facilities, each of them uses different enterprise applications to run its operations. Employees checking on the status of orders therefore have to access three separate applications with very different user interfaces and ways of presenting product information. This problem explains why the order-entry staff spends so much time ﬁelding queries. What would be needed to make the information directly accessible to the purchasing systems of customers? For each of them, the company would have to create three custom-designed connections linking the customer’s purchasing system with the enterprise suites of the three manufacturing plants—connections that would have to translate information for product descriptions, shipping instructions and status, and other key data.3 The custom connections should also provide for adequate security, transaction monitoring, and message routing. Even if these needs were ignored, the connections would demand a deep understanding of the applications at either end and of the features speciﬁc to them. The connections would be not only expensive to create (because of the coding time required) but also unlikely to be reusable for anything other than their original purpose. Technologists aptly describe custom-designed connections as “hardwired,” because they lack ﬂexibility. 3



Electronic-data-interchange ( EDI ) systems, which preceded service-oriented architectures, permit companies to exchange information in standardized forms, thereby avoiding the need for custom connections. But EDI , focusing mostly on order and shipping information, has very limited application. And while EDI makes it possible to exchange data, custom connections are still required to translate the information for the applications that use it.
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As for the second initiative, if the company wanted to resell third-party manufacturers’ products and to give customers for them the same level of order-status information, it would need to create custom-designed connections between each customer and every supply chain application that its suppliers happened to run. Even during the early deployment of the company’s ﬁrst initiative, its complexity, cost, and lead times would mount. If the company later wanted to enhance each of these connections—by giving customers a limited ability to modify orders before they were shipped, for example—that feature would have to be coded into every customized connection. Suppose too that some of the company’s ﬁrst product suppliers didn’t work out and had to be replaced. It would then have to create entirely new connections. The more business conditions changed, the greater the complexity, the cost, and the lead times. Under today’s information architectures, if you need to connect two applications, databases, or operating systems—or to connect any of these to human beings—each connection must be specially created for its speciﬁc purpose, and even the smallest modiﬁcation requires it to be recoded. Worse yet, the expense and effort needed to establish connections across technology resources increase exponentially—not linearly—with the number of resources connected.4 Small wonder that companies spend large portions of their IT budgets on integration as they create new connections and redesign old ones to keep up with changing business conditions. Creating new kinds of connections Service-oriented architectures take a different approach to connecting technology resources. Instead of customized, hardwired connections, these architectures rely on “loosely coupled” ones in which IT resources, even if they use incompatible operating systems or different vocabularies in their own operations, can be joined together easily without friction or customization and just as easily disassembled and reassembled. (Of course, this assumes that all participants have agreed on a standardized vocabulary to serve as a common translation overlay.) All of the information required (for instance, which outputs the software can deliver, how they are accessed, and who is authorized to do so) is described and contained in the interface—the electronic description that other applications use to ﬁnd out how to establish an electronic connection. At the farm-machinery company, the interface to the manufacturing 4



This is the infamous “n-squared” problem, which rears its head as companies add participants to a network. See John Hagel III, Out of the Box: Strategies for Achieving Proﬁts Today and Growth Tomorrow through Web Services, Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 2002.
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application might specify that it could provide information on a product’s manufacturing status and indicate what protocols and standards the “service’s” user (another piece of software) would need to access the information.5 Of course, the information must be presented in a way that is broadly understandable, and this is the key role that standards and protocols play in supporting loosely coupled connections. Unless the standards and protocols are widely adopted, the range of feasible connections is very limited. The rapid spread of the Extensible Markup Language (XML) as a foundation standard, and the whole series of standards and protocols derived from it, provide an effective framework for broadly understandable and accessible interfaces. Much more ﬂexible connections can be established once the standards and protocols are in place. Since computers can “read” and understand them, connections can be automatically created as the need arises. The connection focuses on the service’s output rather than on the details of how it is generated. Thus, connections can be established much more quickly, without requiring a deep understanding of the underlying features at each end of the connection. In effect, service-oriented architectures embody a modular approach to organizing IT resources. As with all such approaches, the key requirements are standardized deﬁnitions of interfaces so that different technology resources become self-describing, which allows them to be mixed and matched quickly and easily to meet the requirements of the moment. As new operational initiatives are launched, appropriate applications and information resources are accessed dynamically to support those changes. The business benefits To understand the full beneﬁts of service-oriented architectures, let’s turn again to the farm-machinery manufacturer. How would such an architecture help it achieve the near-term operating ﬂexibility required for radical incrementalism and other new approaches to strategy? 5



Services are created when an application’s features—for example, calculating a currency’s value in terms of another currency—are “exposed,” or made visible. This visibility is generated through an interface that describes what data, features, or both are available in the application and how to access it.
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The architecture would expose, or make visible to other applications, the features and capabilities of each of the company’s supply-chainmanagement applications. The company’s IT department would accomplish this by creating a standardized interface allowing, say, an order’s status to be available as a service that could be shared by any application using the same standards and protocols. Access would come through a loosely coupled connection established only “on the ﬂy” when needed, because all of the necessary information would already exist in the service interfaces. If the consuming application (in this case, the customer’s procurement software) didn’t already know which manufacturing plant to query for an order’s status, a directory service could help identify the appropriate services. A variety of enabling services of this kind could be delivered as loosely coupled services shared across all connections rather than designed into each of them in advance. The advantages are signiﬁcant. Traditional approaches require programmers to design a customized new connection in advance for each pair of resources that might need to interact. A service-oriented architecture requires only a onetime investment to write code that allows the service to be accessed by any application with an interface adhering to the same widely available standards and protocols, such as XML and the Web Services Description Language (WSDL).6 In contrast to hardwired connections, which have less reusable code (so that each new connection represents a substantial programming effort), the initial investment in a service-oriented architecture is amortized further each time a new connection is created. With services designed to be context free—designed for use by any application or in any business-application environment—companies can more quickly mobilize services that are already available and deploy them in new business contexts. In this way, those companies will enhance their ability to create and test new products, to redesign business processes, and even to implement new business models rapidly, because they will have less concern about the potential disruption of their ongoing business activities. Let’s say that the farm-machinery company wants to streamline its manufacturing operations in one plant and to modify the manufacturing application used there. In architectures dominated by enterprise applications, every custom-designed connection between that manufacturing application and each customer would need to be 6



For more about Web services terminology, see Samir Patil and Suneel Saigal, “When computers learn to talk: A Web services primer,” The McKinsey Quarterly, Web exclusive, January 2002 (www.mckinseyquarterly.com/links/14801).
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retested and possibly reconﬁgured because the proper functioning of the connections depends on assumptions about how information is generated. With loosely coupled connections, which don’t require such assumptions, the company can try out a new business process in one of its plants without worrying about unanticipated malfunctions in the plant’s customer IT systems. Service-oriented architectures thus make it possible to create more ﬂexible connections across applications, and this is probably how such architectures will ﬁrst deliver value to the companies using them. But that is only the beginning. As more functionality becomes exposed in the architectures, companies will use this functionality to orchestrate business processes in a much more sophisticated way: the architectures will become the foundation for loosely coupled business processes delivering even more ﬂexibility.7 Consider again the farm-machinery company. At present, to fulﬁll an order, speciﬁc parties must undertake different tasks in a speciﬁc sequence, and any change to it or to the parties means that the order-fulﬁllment application must be modiﬁed. With a service-oriented architecture, both the sequence Service-oriented architectures will and the parties can be speciﬁed become the foundation for loosely at the time of the order. If, for coupled business processes example, the customer needs ﬁnancing from a particular institution and wants to have the machinery shipped before the ﬁnancial arrangements are fully conﬁrmed— an exception to standard procedures and thus something the application’s original programmers hadn’t anticipated—the company can reconﬁgure its business processes to meet these exceptional needs. Much as companies have become familiar with modular product design, they will use service-oriented architectures to implement modular business processes. Such processes will make it possible for companies to mix and match tasks and for resource providers to facilitate both process innovation and responsiveness to changing markets on the ﬂy. The early focus on creating more ﬂexible connections will inevitably lead to fundamentally different business processes. Beyond the firewall Loose coupling also supports business innovation beyond the boundaries of individual enterprises: this approach can, for example, be very helpful 7



See John Seely Brown, Scott Durchslag, and John Hagel III, “Loosening up: How process networks unlock the power of specialization,” The McKinsey Quarterly, 2002 special edition: Risk and resilience, pp. 58–69 (www.mckinseyquarterly.com/links/14802).
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in automating connections with business partners, thus making it easier for a company to add value for its customers by accessing resources that its business partners own. Loose coupling will also accelerate a more fundamental unbundling of the enterprise, allowing companies to focus more tightly on activities in which they are distinctive and to rebundle other assets and capabilities from a broader range of partners. The farm-machinery manufacturer, for instance, could use serviceoriented architectures to move more quickly to its goal of focusing on its core strength: customer relationships. Since the company’s automated connections will give it the ability to communicate with contract manufacturers in a more visible and coordinated way, it can off-load more and more of its product-manufacturing activities to specialized companies. Furthermore, service-oriented architectures automatically generate rich information about the performance of the connections and the outputs at each end, simply as a by-product of managing connections. By contrast, capturing such information from manual connections is time-consuming, error prone, and costly. Automation gives business decision makers much better information about the overall performance of both IT and the business and helps them root out inefﬁciency. Our farm-machinery manufacturer, for instance, would automatically generate detailed information about customer inquiries into the status of orders. The company could then improve customer service by systematically cataloging the information and using it as the basis of proactive order-status reports for certain types of customers and orders.



The power of emerging service-oriented architectures is hard to ignore. They make it easier to implement radical near-term changes to business practices at the local level—changes that can lead over time to radical changes in overall business practices and business structures. That is the essence of radical incrementalism, and of good strategy.
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in China



China lends itself to sweeping statements about the nature of doing business there. Most are unfounded.



Jonathan R. Woetzel



How does a multinational company take advantage of opportunities



in China without getting burned? One of the biggest hurdles is coming to terms with the real China, a land of great geographical, social, political, and industrial diversity. As a starting point, it’s essential to cut through the thicket of misunderstandings and misinformation about doing business there. Clearing them up won’t guarantee the success of investments, but it will at least increase the chances of getting the foundations right, particularly at a time when fears that the country’s economy is overheated are further complicating decision making. China lends itself to sweeping statements. Here are a few making the rounds: China will be the next economic superpower; its economy is still state run; foreigners don’t make money there; relationships count, so a partner is needed. These provocative claims can start a conversation, but they are hyperbolic, misleading, out-of-date, or just not true. An economic superpower? Let’s look more closely at the observation that China will become the next economic superpower. The country does have a gross domestic product of $1 trillion and will probably continue to grow quickly. But it will remain a midsize economic power for the next decade. China now has a GDP roughly the size of the United Kingdom’s. It may pass Germany in the next few years. But it isn’t likely to catch up with Japan until 2020 and, if
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current trends hold, won’t surpass the United States until 2040. It is, however, an important source of growth. The economies of both Japan and South Korea are expanding largely as a result of exports to China. From sectors such as power plants to packaged goods, its share of global growth makes it number one in the world. Macroeconomic hype can obscure actionable microeconomic trends. Fast economic growth, for example, will put home ownership within reach of hundreds of millions of people; in the past ﬁve years, more than ﬁve million new homes have been sold. Foreign companies can serve this population by stepping back from the premium segment, to which many are naturally attracted, and selling better-tailored value goods, as the South Korean conglomerate LG Electronics has done in air-conditioning. Increasing numbers of Chinese can afford locally produced durable goods (for instance, refrigerators, cookers, and washing machines). The market penetration of these items is now above 70 percent even in second-tier cities, such as provincial capitals. And although the middle class is a small percentage of the total population, in China that is a big number. Only 4 percent of the country’s people have household incomes of more than $20,000—but that translates into a market of more than 50 million, who are spending increasing amounts of money on things such as services, education, health care, and travel as well as on processed and packaged foods. China’s importance in the world economy clearly varies greatly by sector. In some, the country plays a critical role in the global balance of supply and demand (basic materials and energy), the supply chain (personal computers), or the growth of demand for consumer products (automobiles and mobile phones). Infrastructure-focused multinationals that sell products from elevators to subway systems are ﬁnding China to be their most important market for growth. In other ﬁelds, the country is not yet a signiﬁcant factor in global trade, because sophisticated customers are lacking (for highperformance ﬁbers, to give one example) or regulatory barriers impede competition (as in the ﬁnancial-services and media industries). In some sectors, late-arriving foreign companies may have already missed the boat: market-shaping positions have been claimed in the manufacture of automobiles, consumer electronics, processed foods, and pharmaceuticals. Here, bigger and bigger commitments are needed to shape the industry structure and so lay a path for sustainable, superior returns. Many companies with the resources and skills to make those commitments are already in China and have been there for as long as 20 years. Volkswagen’s partnership with the Shanghai Automotive Industry Corporation and Shanghai’s government, for instance, began in the mid-1980s and has since grabbed the dominant position in the Chinese automobile market and a handsome payback. Motorola has invested $3 billion in eight joint ventures and
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26 local subsidiaries over the past 15 years. Nonetheless, China’s government is open to proposals that bring new technologies, capabilities, and business models to the country. Multinationals will not be prevented from investing if they can show that they have leapfrog opportunities. For some, the opportunity in China lies no farther than Beijing, Guangzhou, and Shanghai. Foreign executives concentrate on these big eastern cities primarily because the country’s coast represents 58 percent of the economy, though only 37.8 percent of the population. Average GDP per capita in coastal areas is about $2,100—in Shanghai, it is nearly $5,000—far higher
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than that of the rest of China (Exhibit 1, on the previous page). In fact, China’s smaller cities and rural areas, far into the interior, already account for more than 50 percent of consumption of many consumer goods. Now that the populations of these areas are becoming more active economically, their markets are growing faster than those of top cities. Some consumer goods multinationals, such as Procter & Gamble and Groupe Danone, have recognized this opportunity by adjusting their marketing and product strategies to serve the more modest income brackets typical of such regions. (The recent battle between Anheuser-Busch and SABMiller for control of Harbin Brewery Group, located in the large but poor second-tier city of Harbin, also exempliﬁes this trend.) Meanwhile, CocaCola has introduced ﬂavors and products to capture local tastes across the country, and so have Uni-President Enterprises and Tinghsin International, the world’s two largest noodle makers. Industrial multinationals that want to enter the smaller cities and rural markets have had to follow a different approach, with more emphasis on ﬁnancing and distribution. The role of the state Executives who make investment decisions about China believing that its economy is dominated by the state, and is thus sclerotic, are in for a shock. Government ownership is declining rapidly; today only about one-quarter of ��� China’s industrial output is generated by state-owned enterprises (Exhibit 2). �������������� Springing up in their place are private companies and companies with foreign �������������� ���������
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investment. Except in a few sectors—defense, telecommunications services, and energy, for example—much of the economy is now in private hands. The rationale is straightforward: China’s leaders recognize that state enterprises are inefﬁcient and must be stimulated from the outside to compete in the marketplace. A corollary is that China’s government now relies far more on taxes from private commerce and less on revenues from the declining state sector. Over the past ﬁve years, tax receipts have risen to 17 percent of GDP, from 11 percent. Even more important, ﬁnancing has started to move toward the capitalmarkets model. In the past, more than 70 percent of all investment funds in China were channeled through the state banking system. Recognizing its inherent inefﬁciencies, the government has both initiated banking reform and encouraged the growth of a more robust equity and debt market. China’s stock market is already the second largest in Asia, after Japan’s. By 2005, capital markets will probably generate more than 35 percent of corporate investment, and bank lending will have declined (Exhibit 3). With this shift, the government hopes that Chinese enterprises will respond to shareholder expectations. What does it mean for foreign companies that so much of the economy is in private hands? For one thing, it suggests that local competitors are economically rational. That conclusion comes hard to multinationals facing Q3a low-price Chinese competitors, but an analysis of their costs shows that China manyoverview can be proﬁtable at price points far below those global companies Exhibit 3 of 4 exhibit 3
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require. The main driver of this proﬁt differential is the locals’ much greater efﬁciency in capital usage. In some industries, the use of local equipment, design, and construction ﬁrms allows the Chinese to build factories and install machinery for just 30 to 50 percent of what their foreign rivals would pay. Moreover, Chinese entrepreneurs have succeeded by expanding their companies, over a decade or more, mostly in competitive sectors of the economy, not through sweetheart privatizations. Some of China’s most successful entrepreneurs compete in relatively low-tech sectors: auto components, furniture, steel, and textiles. Multinationals that fail to take advantage of local resources, preferring instead to stick to a global formula, run the risk of creating uneconomic cost structures. But multinationals that don’t make this mistake can beneﬁt from China’s unrivaled potential as a global sourcing center. General Electric, for example, has more than 300 purchasing agents in the country who certify suppliers for global sourcing. The company’s stated goal is to have $5 billion in Chinese sales and to source $5 billion worth of products in China Q3a by 2005. Samsung also has a large presence. Winners also harness China’s Chinahuman-resources pool as a global advantage. GE , for instance, has set up Exhibit of 4 Asia customer-service center in Dalian, Intel and Microsoft have its4North R&D centers in China, and HSBC does much of its back-ofﬁce work there. exhibit 4



Foreign executives may not understand the extent to which the % Chinese economy is now open to the world. No other economy US companies breaking even or achieving profitability built on scale has allowed foreign 100 participation in the way China 80 has; what other country, for example, let foreign companies US companies 60 achieving profitability dominate its auto industry before 40 domestic competitors really got started? Much the same thing has 20 happened in telecom equipment, 0 modern retailing, and logistics. 20 In China, fast economic growth Presence in China, years is generally regarded as more Source: 2003 American Chamber of Commerce (Am-Cham China) important than local ownership. survey of 254 US companies; McKinsey analysis Government leaders are distinctive in recognizing the value of foreign capital in accelerating the pace of the country’s development and in their willingness to experiment with different ways of introducing foreign capital. China thus attracts more than $50 billion a year in foreign direct investment, second only to the United States. The technology, energy, and Profiting in China
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automotive sectors are the major ﬁelds (other than real estate) for foreign investment, and companies such as BP, Motorola, Royal Dutch/Shell Group, and Samsung rank among the leading investors. Making money in China Some businesses have resisted taking the plunge into China because they fear that foreign investors can make money only in the long term, if at all. In fact, the proﬁts of multinationals in China are up sevenfold since 1990, and it is one of the largest sources of overseas proﬁts for many companies. Dozens of consumer-oriented multinationals, with sales running into many billions of dollars, have proﬁtable businesses in China and are rolling out coverage to 30 to 50 cities. P&G and Yum! Brands (a PepsiCo spin-off that owns restaurant brands such as KFC and Taco Bell) say they are making money in China. Other proﬁtable investors include AIG , Alcatel, Carrefour, Motorola, Nestlé, and Siemens. Goldman Sachs estimates that Volkswagen has generated higher proﬁts in China than in Germany during recent years, and in 2004 more Buicks will likely be sold in China than in the United States. These investors would be unlikely to go on plowing billions of dollars into the country if they were not getting a reasonable return. According to the US Department of Commerce, the net income of US foreign afﬁliates based in China and Hong Kong rose from $1 billion in 1990 to more than $6 billion in 2002. A survey of China by the American Chamber of Commerce (Exhibit 4) and other data indicate that more than 65 percent of US companies in China are proﬁtable and that their margins in China are equal to or greater than their global margins. This market’s challenge is that proﬁts must often be reinvested to maintain market position. The sheer size of China, coupled with its rapid growth and competition, means that even market leaders must continually invest to maintain share. Furthermore, interested foreign companies must stake a considerable claim now if they want to be in China at all. Its markets evolve quickly, and the best deals take place before the competitive free-for-all starts. The right way to proceed depends on the sector and, in particular, on how well China adheres to its commitments to the World Trade Organization. Consumer goods and pharmaceuticals, for instance, are already very competitive, so the WTO -induced opening has had a minimal impact. In more capitalintensive industries, such as automotive and energy, China’s entry into the WTO increases competition through lower tariffs but is unlikely to change the industry structure dramatically given the incumbents’ strong position. WTO membership will have its greatest impact in ﬁnancial services, retail-



ing, and distribution. In ﬁnancial services, the deregulation of banking, insurance, and securities makes competition likely by 2006. The time is thus
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right for leading companies to secure their initial positions and to build brands and local workforces. HSBC ’s preemptive investments—before the arrival of competition—already exceed $1 billion. Citibank has a credit card joint venture, with Shanghai Pudong Development Bank, that will allow it to capture a proﬁtable early-mover opportunity, and AIG has built an early lead in insurance in Shanghai. In retailing, the market is developing quickly, but opportunities remain to introduce modern trade formats such as hypermarkets, discounters, and specialty stores. (Carrefour, though, was developing hypermarkets even before the coming of deregulation.) In distribution, the expansion of big local companies and of nationwide highways creates opportunities to build logistics businesses, which have so far been largely the preserve Foreign companies that fail to of local and Asian companies, though bring tangible advantages are a few European ones are starting unlikely to win the deal, no matter to arrive. Finally, the media industry how good their relationships historically has been among the most protected in China, but rising consumer demand and the restructuring of domestic media groups will create opportunities for foreign companies through joint content development, distribution ventures, and even multimedia. News Corporation and Viacom have been among the most aggressive companies in deﬁning their position through ventures with China Netcom, Shanghai Media Group, and other state enterprises. Relationships Many executives are convinced that relationships are the key to doing business in China. That was certainly true in the early days of its economic opening to the outside world, when its decision makers had few ways of determining which companies could truly deliver what they had promised. Accordingly, lengthy discussions, often accompanied by extensive socializing, were the norm as the country’s negotiators strove to understand their foreign counterparts. Now the Chinese, with more than 20 years of investment experience under their belt, are looking at the tangible business track records of foreign companies. Those that fail to bring tangible advantages, such as new capabilities, technologies, or business models—as well as a record of success—are unlikely to win the deal, no matter how good their relationships. Nevertheless, a strong government-relations program remains an important factor for success in China, where, as in other emerging markets, the state uses its inﬂuence over market access and business rights to shape how far
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foreign companies can go. Unfortunately, for many of them the management of government relations often takes a backseat to other business operations and, most important, lacks long-term consistency. Such companies have government-relations departments in China but plan and execute less systematically in this respect than business units usually do. Finally, joint ventures are less important as a success factor in China. In fact, true 50-50 joint ventures are increasingly rare as foreign investors realize that their Chinese partners can’t add the expected business value, particularly in go-to-market access. In response, investors are going it alone; wholly owned enterprises already account for more than 50 percent of annual investment in China. Partnerships, including long-established ones, are being restructured as the foreign and Chinese parties resolve inequalities in performance by buying out the other side. Even governmentdriven deals can be restructured if the price is right: after cooperating with the Ministry of Information Industry for more than a decade, Alcatel moved from minority to majority control of its venture, having persuaded the ministry that its technology had great value. Fuji Xerox and Unilever likewise have purchased their partners’ share of their joint ventures. In the future, wholly owned enterprises and acquisitions will dominate foreign investment in China, much as they do in the rest of the world.



Generalizations about China may be interesting conversation starters but are potentially dangerous distractions for companies considering investments there. The best advice is to focus on your own industry and operating issues. Performance in China varies greatly within industries, and the market operates on the winner-takes-all principle. The main concern is to become that winner by responding nimbly to fast-changing market dynamics and by relying as much as possible on skilled local managers, who are still rare in China. For companies operating in sectors that are not yet fully deregulated, the focus should be on creating a competitive advantage before the gloves come off. Merely transferring Western business approaches that fail to match China’s reality won’t work.



Q



Jonathan Woetzel is a director in McKinsey’s Shanghai ofﬁce. This article was originally published in The McKinsey Quarterly, 2004 special edition: What global executives think. Copyright © 2004 McKinsey & Company. All rights reserved.
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